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Editorial/Secretarial
Notice of 2009 AGM
The AGM will be held on 7th February at 4 pm Lake Karapiro Rowing Pavillion – see calendar for
associated event that weekend.
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Call for REMITS – Remits are called for in accordance with Constitution rule 16(e) and are required to be
in the Secretary’s hands (44 Mossburn Grove if you need to post it but email is preferred) 14 days prior to
the AGM.
At the AGM I will be standing down as Secretary so that is one position that will be need to be filled with a
new nominee(s). So please give some consideration for a suitable candidate(s) to put forward.
Subscriptions – When paying subs please follow the instructions on the application form at the
rear of this edition. Any deviations from this procedure just creates extra work and confusion for
the voluntary officers who administer the Association affairs. At worse your sub may not be
credited to your name to validate your membership.

Presidents Report No 3 2008.
Seasons Greetings!!
I will keep this reasonably brief, this is another big issue of Propshaft and I am sure the other reading will
be far more enjoyable than my ramble!
The editor tells me he is getting so much info for the magazine coming in, he is actually having to hold
some back for future issues, so don’t panic if you have sent in an article and it hasn’t appeared yet, we
just couldn’t fit it! Thanks to all the contributors of the articles that are making the magazine such a great
read…keep it coming!!
On behalf of the NZMPBA I welcome all the new members that have joined our fold since my last report,
activity around the whole country has been exceptional which has had the right effect in continuing to
attract new memberships.
Last year we dipped to a total membership of 58, since the AGM 8 months ago we now record some 80+
members with around 30 of these being new memberships, this is still building, the next big question we
ask ourselves is what do you all want and how do we go about delivering that to ensure retention of long
term memberships, we need to hear from you, so if you have some thing to say then get hold of your
nearest committee member and let them know what it is you are thinking, we can’t read minds!!
We have witnessed a fantastic National Championships run over Labour weekend, despite the very
challenging weather conditions everyone that took part had an awesome time, my sincere thanks to the
Central Club for hosting the event and to all those individuals that put in a massive effort in helping out
with the organization and running of the event, without you this event just simply wouldn’t happen.
My Congratulations to all those who picked up National titles, cherish them, it wont be long before you
need to defend them!
The Forum has been a communication revelation, details of how to register are elsewhere in this
magazine, for those using the forum it is providing a massive ability to organize events, ask and get
answers to technical questions, display photos of special interest items and all sorts of other great stuff, if
you are not yet registered, I suggest you join soon, you are missing out.
Your committee is still working hard on an across the board range of issues, the Electric and Petrol
Classes have provided some challenges but I am sure that we now have some workable outcomes that
will be available to all to see soon in remit form.
You will see elsewhere that successful negotiations with SUHA continue to provide a good outcome for
those who have been missing out on running their beloved scale hydros, please also support this
initiative.
We are getting into the nitty gritty of the new Regatta Management System, my thanks to Andrew Meek
who is spending a lot of time nutting this thing out, we will soon release a list of hardware we need to put
this together and will be looking for sponsors or donations towards achieving this, let me know if you can
help out…
There is a lot already planned for next year, see the Calender of events, we kick of with displays at the
Tauranga and Karapiro rounds of the GP World Champs regattas, please try to be at these, bring boats if
possible to display and probably run, the Karapiro round also provides us with an opportunity to hold our
next AGM, so please start thinking about what you want the association to do for you next year and be at
the AGM to promote that.
Communication is the single biggest factor in achieving our goals as an association, I urge you all to let
us know what we are doing is right, wrong or otherwise…any suggestions are always welcomed.
The committee are listed with all contact details in Propshaft and on the website, we are all available to
you, we are there to help wherever we can, so don’t be shy…
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Lastly, my congratulations go to the Christchurch Club in their successful bid to host the 2009 NZMPBA
National Championships, its been a while since we were there last, from what I remember of the South
Island events I have been to, they have been some of the best ever. Start your planning now! I hope to
see as many of you there as possible next Easter !!
Have a Merry X -Mas and Happy New Year.
Regards,
Steve Trott,
President.

NZMPBA FORUM
By Kim Kockott
The forum was started so that like minded boaters from all over the country can communicate, ask for
advice, show pictures of their latest projects, quickly view upcoming events and see race reports soon
after the event. It is also a secure way for committees to discuss matters in a logical sequence.
At the moment, except for the committee discussions, the forum is open for anyone to view. However if
you wish to post on the forum you will need to open a Yuku account.

Do this by clicking the sign up button found at the top of any yuku domain.
After clicking signup, you'll need to fill out two pages as part of the sign up process.
The first page sets up your account and the second is for your profile or user name. This is the name
others will see when you post on the board. i.e. ‘Toofast’ You do not have to use your name but the main
purpose of the forum is to get to know one another it would be polite to sign your name to your postings.
Although the www.nzmpba.yuku.com community is open to view, you need to be an approved member
before you are able to post. This is just to make sure that anyone posting information is in the same
hobby. When you want to reply to an interesting discussion click on ADD REPLY at the bottom of the last
entry. A title box and text box will open up, write what you want and then click POST on the bottom right.
To add a topic of your choice first select the category you wish to add to i.e. DISCUSSION FORUM,
PICTURES & VIDEOS or CLUBS once this has been done you will find the NEW TOPIC button on the
top right hand corner. When you are happy with your addition cilck POST found on the bottom right hand
side of the text box. If you wish to EDIT either one of thses entries click on EDIT make your changes and
then click EDIT again.
To add images to your discussions you need to add them to your ALBUM first. You will find images in the
absolute top left corner next to your name account & logout. ) Click on Create New Album, fill out the
information required, this needs only to be simple. You are now set to add you photo’s. click on Upload
File and then browse, this will connect you to My Pictures, add the ones you want. Once that has been
done you use the insert image button which is on the top of the text box next to the spellcheck and insert
smiley’s
Avatars is the album for your profile picture (the one that appears on the forum every time you post
something)
Even though some of the clubs have their own website it is convenient to find out what is happening all
over the country in one place. The advantage of the forum is that pictures can be added to make the
news more interesting and information can be added on a daily basis.
The Christchurch & Wellington Clubs have now been added, we need a member from each to manage it
so if you are interested please let us know. kim.kockott@xtra.co.nz
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The important thing is this forum is for the boaters of New Zealand. The more we
use it the more interest we can spread about our hobby, the faster we can make it
grow.

2008 NZ National Champs
Reported by Bob Gutsell
With two weeks to go this years Nats looked like being a non-event. With one and a half weeks to go we
had 26 competitors registered for 18 events! My how things change…..
This event was also notable for three things
1. It was the first Nats to be held by the NZMPBA for 3 years.
2. 16 of the 26 competitors had never attended a national championships before this event.
3. 15 of the 26 competitors had at least one Petrol powered boat entered.
Friday was the designated set-up and practice day. Two courses were set-up one on the usual western
side of Lake Hakanoa and the other on the north-eastern side. The intention was to cater for almost any
weather aspect. As luck would have it the weather prevailed from the west for the whole weekend and the
back up course wasn’t required.
Saturday dawned grey, overcast and some rain (like all model boat regatta days do). First up was the
driver briefing with the usual welcomes, introductions and explanation of the rules yadda yadda yadda.
Following Drivers brief we were straight into the endurance races. These were endurance with a capital
E. Competitors had strong wind and torrential rain thrown at them for thirty minutes and oh yeah, they
raced their boats too.
Following the completion of endurance racing was a short lunch break and then we were straight into
mono oval heat racing. Generally the afternoon was a dry one, but the wind made for some interesting
conditions waterside.
Sunday morning dawned the same as the day before with perhaps a little more rain. Racing for this
morning consisted on Cats and Hydros. First up was C cats, followed by the Petrol cats and concluding
with the sport 45 hydros.
Sunday afternoon was one of the weekend highlights with the running of the hydro heat racing. A
highlight of the afternoon was the inaugural running of the Standard petrol hydro, now known as the
thunder-boat class. Half a dozen of these big shovel noses made for quite a spectacle and the standard
of driving made for some very exciting racing. The next highlight for the afternoon was the Petrol sport
hydros combined with the C hydros. Once again very fast boats combined with excellent driving made for
some great racing for the spectators and drivers alike.
The weather even played it’s part as well by providing all fours seasons in one afternoon, bringing us
torrential downpours, two hail storms and some thunder and lightning and concluding with calm
conditions and bright sunny blue skies. But the show went on and Model boating was the winner on the
day.
Unlike the previous two days Monday dawned very nice, and the order of racing for the day was to be the
open oval heat racing following by two open Offshore events. The open oval events were an eclectic
collection of boats, with every thing covering C class monos, Petrol cats and hydros and outrigger hydros.
It was during the open oval racing that one of the more spectacular incidents occurred unfortunately
resulting Damien Vanhussen’s cat being split from bow to stern after being “T-boned” by a boat avoiding
a stopped boat on the northern end of the course.
Racing for the weekend concluded with the two heats of the open offshore endurance race. The oval
course was expanded with a dog-leg of the northern side and combine with a strong offshore wind made
for interesting and fast racing in calm water but very breezy conditions. The hard left turn in the middle of
the course made for an interesting steering exercise for those with surface drive monos.
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Racing concluded, and a barbecue lunch was served for participants followed by prize giving.
A particularly interesting aspect of the final prize giving was the Thunder-Down-Under Trophy awarded to
the club whose representative members amassed the most points from the weekends racing. The Central
Club romped away with the ultimate prize, but competition for second and third was a closely fought battle
between Hamilton and Auckland, which ultimately resulted in Auckland taking out second by only 10
points. The boys from the Hamilton club were still well pleased with their result as only 12 months ago the
Hamilton club did not exist as an active club, and now sporting 7 members to front up at this event just on
a year after reforming the club.
The central Club did an awesome job of organising the event and while there were one or two grizzles
over the weekend, the general consensus was that the event was an outstanding success. Thanks to the
Central club committee for all their hard work in making this the great weekend it was, and also to those
who chipped in especially in doing their time in the rescue craft.
Results.
A,B,C1 ENDURANCE.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

S TROTT
P COLLIER
A MEEK
N PLUMPTON
A ONEIL
W DENNISON
T KOCKOTT

A MONO MATRIX
53 LAPS
52
41
38
19
13
2

1
N PLUMPTON
REST DNF
B,C1 MONO MATRIX
1
2
3
4
5

C2 ENDURANCE
1
G WHITE
2
P COLLIER
3
T CHRISTIANSEN
REST DNF
PETROL ENDURANCE

34
30
18

1=
1=
3
4
5
6
7
8=
8=
10
11

57
57
56
54
44
40
35
19
19
12
2

D VANHUSSEN
P WALMSLEY
D HARRIS
G DOGGETT
T BELLE
A ONEIL
T CHRISTIANSEN
T PENNING
E GIBBS
B GUTSELL
A MEEK

P LINDBERG
P COLLIER
K OREILLY
W DENNISON
G BINNS
N PLUMPTON

S TROTT
P COLLIER
N PLUMPTON
A MEEK
W DENNISON

1200
1000
750
563
525

C2,P1 PETROL MONO MATRIX
1
2
3
4
5

G WHITE
T KOCKOTT
T CHRISTIANSEN
P COLLIER
N PLUMPTON

1025
825
700
625
300

P2/3 PETROL MONO MATRIX
1
2
3
4=
4=

C CATAMARAN MATRIX
1
2
3
4
5
6

400 PTS

P WALMSLEY
T BELLE
D HARRIS
A MEEK
A ONEIL

1600
1300
400
300
300

SPORT 45 HYDRO MATRIX
1600
1125
694
352
296
225

1
S TROTT
2
G BINNS
3
B GUTSELL
REST DNF

1500
1000
750

STD P 260 PETROL SEMI SCALE HYDRO
MATRIX

C CATERMARAN MATRIX
1
2
3
4

PETROL CATERMARAN MATRIX
1

A ONEIL

1200

6

D HARRIS
D BAKER
T BELLE
G DOGGETT

1269
1225
1150
225

2
3
4
5
6

G DOGGETT
P WALMSLEY
B GUTSELL
D HARRIS
T PENNING

1094
925
743
600
225

REST DNF
STOCK ELECTRIC MATRIX

1600
600
525

OPEN ELECTRIC MATRIX

1
2
3
4

B HYDRO MATRIX
1
S TROTT
2
P COLLIER
3
N PLUMPTON
REST DNF

1
2
3
4
5

C,PETROL HYDRO MATRIX
1
M KEMPS
2
D HARRIS
3
D BAKER
4
T BELLE
5
P COLLIER
6
T KOCKOTT
7
S TROTT
REST DNF

1169
905
869
525
400
352
225

OPEN OVAL MATRIX
1200
1100
1000
925
800
700
700
694
652
563
525
427
352
225
169

1
P WALMSLEY
2
A ONEIL
3
G DOGGETT
4
D HARRIS
5
B GUTSELL
6
A MEEK
7
T CHRISTIANSEN
8
G WHITE
9
G BINNS
10
P COLLIER
11
T KOCKOTT
REST DNF

P WALMSLEY
D VANHUSSEN
S TROTT

1
2
3
57 LAPS
57
53

50 LAPS
49
45
43
36
31
27
15
7
6
3

S TROTT
P COLLIER
D HARRIS

PRESIDENTS CUP
1
2
3

MOST IMROVED
P WALMSLEY
G WHITE
D BAKER

STROTT
P COLLIER
D HARRIS

THUNDER DOWN UNDER TROPHY
1
2
3
4

ENGINE BREAKERS AWARD
P COLLIER

1025
969
700
694
300

KING OF NATIONALS

ENDURANCE CUP

1
2
3

G BINNS
T MOORE
G WHEELER
P COLLIER
G DOGGETT

1600
675
300
225

OPEN OFFSHORE

1
D HARRIS
2
M KEMPS
3
D VANHUSSEN
4
P WALMSLEY
5
A ONEIL
6=
P LINDBERG
6=
S TROTT
8
G DOGGETT
9
P COLLIER
10
A MEEK
11
D BAKER
12
T CHRISTIANSEN
13
B GUTSELL
14
T KOCKOTT
15
N PLUMPTON
REST DNF

1=
1=
3

G DOGGETT
G BINNS
T MOORE
T KOCKOTT

WRECKED 2 OSVRMS

HARD LUCK AWARD
D VANHUSSEN
DESTROYED CATAMARAN
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CENTRAL MPBC
AUCKLAND MPBC
HAMILTON MPBC
SOUTHERN TEAM

2560 PTS
1710
1700
1050

BEST PRESENTED RACE BOAT
1
2
3

A O’NEIL
G DOGGETT
K O’REILLY

MARTINI PETROL MONO
STD P260 PETROL HYDRO
MARLBOROUGH CATAMARAN

NAVIGA 2008
By Tony Kockott
In August Kim and I were fortunate to attend the 16th NAVIGA World championships held in Leno, Italy.
We flew into Frankfurt and as this is also our annual holiday we spent a few pleasant days driving to Italy
staying in Mannheim, Heidelberg, the Black Forest and Lugarno. We finally arrived in Leno which is a
small village near Brescia, about half way between Milan and Venice. We quickly unpacked my riggers
and set out for the lake to register. It was then that a major problem became apparent. There was no
practice lake available so the only testing was a 10 minute run in the evening before each event. This was
not ideal for the competitors like us who have traveled by air as our boats are transported unassembled
and typical of me I had only just finished some of mine.

31 countries and over 270 boaters competed in the 3 types of
racing catered for at the world champs. Hydro (FSR-H), offshore
(FSR-O) and Multi (FSR-V).
Hydro consists of 3 classes, 3.5, 7.5 and 15cc. The racing consists
of 4 six lap aces around a 100M (straights) oval course. 2 heats on
the first day and 2 the second. The top eight finishes go into a final
of 4 heats. Juniors are not allowed to compete in the 90 class.
Offshore has 4 classes, 3.5, 7.5, 15 and 35cc and the racing
consists of 2 eight minute heats with the top 8 going into a 12
minute final. Racing is also around a 100M (straights) oval course.
Multi boating is the most popular type of racing and consists of 3.5,
7.5, 15 and 35cc. Racing consists of 2 x 20 minute heats with the
12 boats completing the highest number of laps going into a 30
minute final. The course consists of a 100m straight, 50m side
straights and a centre buoy 10m in on the back.
Sadly the organisers had decided to split the event into two with the first half being the hydro and offshore
racing and the second half the multi. Because of this the opening ceremony tendedto lack a bit of
atmosphere but this all changed halfway through when the majority of the competitors arrive. This also
meant there were two banquets both of which we decided to attend as we have friends in all the types of
racing.

The World Champs is not only the biggest learning curve but also
unbelievable fun. Kim and I are already planning on being in Hungary
in 2010 and now the boats are finished I will have a year or so to develop
them. Full results for the world champs can be found here
www.teamsupervitesse.com
Tony & Kim Team NZ
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Outright New Zealand Waterspeed Record – A brief history
By Peter Collier with contributions from Ant Schroder and Tony Rutledge
While not actually recognised as a class record in its own right, there has always been a fastest NZ model
boater, well at least since the NZMPBA (formerly NZMMA inc 1970) starting recording speeds. Of course
the top speed has always been dominated by the larger more powerful engines and in the last 30 years
by C hydros with the occasional B hydro taking the top speed and the latest addition is by an open class
hydro powered by a 101 CMB and driven by Ant Schroder.
Ant’s Story - 138.328 kph
After doing 122 kph in 2007 it gave me a taste of going fast with a boat. I knew then the job was on.
Breaking the outright record would be my new focus for the next year. Up till that point I had not been
doing much to my motors, this was because boats were new to me and I was still trying two get my head
round them and learn how to get the best performance.
To do this I looked at what other boaters were doing and listened to what they had to say, no matter
whom it was or what they were saying. After taking it all in I would have a good think about it all and
decide what may work for me. There was a lot to learn from the older boaters with years of experience.
Coupled with my willingness to think outside the square, try different ideas and develop theories of my
own, the recipe for doing 138 kph was hatched.
I knew the Kiwi 3 it was up to the job because it had been designed by one of New Zealand’s model
boating Legends (Tony Rutledge) and we all know it was Tony’s Record I was aiming at.
I had been running a 91 CMB hydro motor which I believe could have done the job, but to my way of
thinking if you are going to break a record you may as well lay your hands on the biggest motor you can
for the job. So for me that was a CMB 101 and a CMB high nitro pipe.
The next thing I needed to know was what rpm was the motor doing and how fast was the boat going.
These I believe are too of the most important things you need to know if you want to develop a boat that
will break records. For indicating the speed I was using a hand held GPS from Dick Smith (very good tool)
and for the rpm a High Performance Models rev counter for nitro motors.
Two months before the record run at Queens Birthday weekend I began testing at the Wairau River and
made seven trips there before I was satisfied with the performance. The first time was to run the motor in
with it up for 20% nitro. I thought I would run 3 tanks through it keeping the mixture rich and be kind to the
motor. But after the first tank it was full noise, I just had to see what the new motor was good for. But it
was a bit slow and only ran at 125 kph on the GPS and the motor was running rough as. I knew straight
away more nitro was needed and it would be time to start working on the inside of the motor so home I
went to the workshop.(race HQ) out came the motor and into bits, what I found was interesting I had
nipped the motor up running it in too fast and also the bearings were rough. I ordered some new bearings
from high performance models and decided I would do some work on the inside of the motor. I gave all
the crankcase ports a tidy up and matched them up with the sleeve, similarly the manifold and the
pipe. Also I had not run the high nitro pipe to run the motor in so it was time to use that as well, but first
the (restrictive) silencer had to go. Once I got the bearings it was time to put the motor back together. I
cleaned the piston up with some 1200 wet and dry.
With the head up for 40% nitro it was time for the 2nd test run and this test showed a lot of promise the
boat ran at 130 kph.
Next I experimented with props, strut height and mixture. The speed went up and down but the end result
was a speed of 136 kph.
I was up to about test number 5 by now and had made my mind up that I would keep testing till the GPS
told me the boat was doing 140 kph and that way I was sure that the boat would do the job on the day
and break the record.
I was just about to increase the nitro again when disaster struck on one of my runs and the boat blew off
the water at 136 kph ripping the back out of the boat and also fracturing the front and all along the side of
the boat, it was not a good look two weeks before the record runs. I just had to hope when I fixed the boat
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it was still going to handle the same and thank god it did. I upped the nitro to 50% and lifted the exhaust
timing a little bit and increased the speed to 141 kph. I did four runs with the GPS confirming consistent
speeds around 140 kph, I put the boat away till race day.
RECORD RUN – Queens Birthday 2008 - Anthony Schroder becomes the un-disputed
fastest model boater in New Zealand when he reached a speed of 138.328 kph.
I would have to say that of all the racing over the years that breaking this record is really is right up there
and what topped it off was having Tony come up to me and congratulate me for what I had done. You
truly are a good sportsman my friend and I look forward to you having a go at my record and taking it
back. As for me now I am aiming at 100 mph (161 kph) and I really do think I can do it, the boat has still
got some more in it yet.
Looking back
Over the years we have seen increases in speeds and every record has its own story. One thing for sure
is that behind every step up in speed is a story much the same as Ant’s and almost without exception
those gains are never easy. New records may sometimes appear easy to the casual observer and they
can be forgiven for thinking that. Take the scene where a boat is simply started and run through the traps
for a 10+kph increase in a record, that view is deceptive and says nothing for the hours (often weeks and
months) of preparation and testing, not to mention the disappointments and frustrations preceding the
euphoria of a good result.
The following is a collection of experiences behind this record that I hope you will all enjoy whether you
aspire to record breaking or not. If not there is still valuable design and tuning information applicable to all
aspects of our great hobby.
Tony Rutledge 75 kph - 1975
BLACK MAGIC an all balsa 40” picklefork hydro was designed and build (by Tony) in 1972 and was
originally powered by a stock OS60 crossflow (Goldhead) and weighed 7.5lb. The propeller was a
Graupner X70 plastic on a 3/16” shaft angled at 6o this setup gave an estimated top speed of about 40
mph.
The next development was to obtain an Octura Cu-Be 2.2 prop which had a diameter of 55 mm and a
pitch of 4”. This was a high lift prop which made the hydro porpoise so I fitted an Octura parallel strut with
an Octura universal joint to
flatten the shaft angle out to
zero. This cured the porpoising
problem by reducing the lift at
the prop and gave a perfectly
stable prop-riding setup. In the
photo the universal joint is
clear of the water and
minimised the drag and the
sponsons were barely touching
the water.
The hydro was never timed with the OS Goldhead and in 1974 I replaced the Goldhead with a Rossi 60
disc induction marine engine with a Rossi pipe. At the 1975 Nationals on Hamilton Lake an official record
speed of 75 kph was achieved – slow by today’s standards but 50% faster than the mono-hulls of that era
with the same model Rossi 60.
Two B hydros next broke the record Don Horne B Hydro ran 77.419 kph in 1976 and Ron Loader ran
81.81 kph at the 1977 Nationals.
Peter Collier 18/3/1979 85.71 kph
My first outrigger hydro was a Tony Rutledge designed 40 hull built by Malcolm Belworthy and
subsequently sold to me and initially run with an OS40SR. The performance was somewhat disappointing
so a hotted-up OS60FSR was fitted with an immediate improvement in performance and when fitted with
an Octura 2.2 prop the performance was mind-blowing for only my second year of boating. Increasing the
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sponson angle of attack countered the high lift of the 2.2 prop resulting in a very light running hull, similar
to Tony’s Black Magic above. Around this time I was encouraged to have a go at the class and outright
record and some speed runs on the Hutt River delivered a speed just over 80 kph. Had seemed like it
was going a lot faster, but that is a ‘reality check’ also I had exceeded the noise limit of 85dB, this was in
the days before widespread use of rubber mounts so some more homework was required. I had some
40% nitro to use for record attempts so the tank was filled and an Octura 2.8 prop with 5“ pitch was fitted.
The rpm dropped as did the noise below 85dB and the speed increased to 85.71 kph and a new record.
This was just the beginning of a long quest for speed, and unfortunately the old rigger hull was never
going to exceed that speed despite another campaign in Oamaru later in 1979. A new hull was required
but what?
Peter Collier 10/8/1980 96.64 kph
A surge of interest in speed was gathering momentum and Grahame Haines revealed plans for a 21
hydro only 28” long (based on his successful 40 Gator hydro) to which he was going to fit a 3.5 and then
6.5 K&B motors and do some serious record breaking, including the outright record. The first time I saw
this boat run I was convinced it was the recipe for ‘go fast’. By this time I had build a 21 Hydro that was
the class record holder until Grahame smashed it, the record I mean. The 21 Hydro at 31” long lent itself
to re-powering with a K&B6.5 and trusty OS60FSR, new gator style sponsons with increased length and
ride surface and wider apart were fitted. Performance was awesome and handling tuned for the high lift
Octura 2.2 and 2.4 props with the dual choices of motor. Nigel Wong and I headed off to Oamaru and a
visit with Bruce and Barbara Watt for two weekends of speed runs and a week of skiing in Queenstown in
between.
Progressively over the four days of attempts the speeds were worked upwards with both the B and C
class motors. At the end of it by some strange coincidence I had set identical speeds of 96.64 kph with
the K&B 6.5 using the 2.2 prop and also the OS60FSR with the 2.4 prop in that order. So at that time the
outright speed record was shared by two engine classes. The K&B 6.5 was proving to be a very torquey
motor that seemed happy to throw a big prop like the 2.2 and this was due to it being a front induction
version with only 152o exhaust timing but very high compression.
Encouraged by this success I was determined to be the first in New Zealand to crack 100 kph and upon
our return to Wellington we were starting to hear about a lake near Taupo called Lake Rotongaio. A
speed weekend was organised by Dallas Gibson late in 1980, the new lake had unlimited run-up in both
directions something that had been lacking at Oamaru ideal right to left with a natural curve but short and
confined from the left. However the downside of the larger lake was it was prone to getting rough at times
and that kept speeds down in the low 90’s and resulted in the odd flip which meant bent booms and
rudders to straighten. Even when it was dead calm speeds were shy of the previous 96 kph and reasons
why were discussed. One factor may have been the altitude of 356 m instead of the previous sea level
runs thus slightly reducing power, anyway I went home without a 100 kph pass.
The 1981 Nationals had to be attended before attention turned to record breaking again. Then it was all
on to design a new rigger that would be a racing 40 size hull but able to take an OPS65 for speed runs.
The OPS had proven itself to be a performer in racing setups and the new hull handled the increased
power with ease.
Peter Collier 1/3/1981 102.42 kph
The next speed runs at Lake Rotongaio coincided with a visit from Dave Richardson (RPM) and family.
The first day was blown out and too rough for serious attempts, but Sunday was ideal and early runs with
the OPS65 on board were no faster than the low 90’s achieved previously with the old OS60FSR. Dave
by this time was making himself very useful and was in the process of increasing Grahame Haines A
Hydro record from 73 to 80 kph. Dave’s audio tach indicated my rpms were down and had me changing
and shortening my tune pipe from the racing setup to a speed mode as well as other observations about
ride attitude which was pretty much about right but the rooster tail was a bit high. John Belworthy, always
a critic of high rooster tails meaning wasted power throwing water upwards instead of backwards, asked
what is there that we can do to lower it. Dave explained cupping the blade tips and proceeded to
demonstrate the procedure on the tow ball of my car with a hammer and soon several of us had cupped
props, except me that was. I was proceeding to put in some good runs working the speed up into the high
90’s before cracking the 100 several times with a top speed of 102.42 kph with an Octura 2.4. Good
enough for one day it had been quite an effort breaking the 100 k barrier and it did seem like a barrier.
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More importantly some valuable tuning information had been learnt that day and during a technical
evening with Dave the following week. So much so that I had a list of improvements to make over the
next two months buoyed by a confidence that the next time the record was broken it would really get hard
knock. Briefly the modifications included fitting a big bore rpm carb with, a lightened piston with radiused
crown for better oil retention and sealing, a wedged piston skirt for better cooling under the crown
meaning it could be run harder and off course a cupped prop. I already had my own design high
compression exponential head. Early trials with the OPS65 motor in the my racing rigger showed a
significant improvement in power and torque, mostly due to the superior mixture control on the carb giving
optimum air/fuel mixture for all throttle positions allowing the biggest of props to be turned with impressive
acceleration. It was looking good for putting the OPS back into the smaller speed machine.
Peter Collier 9/5/1981 115.94 kph
The next attempt was on the Hutt River gone was the wide open space of Rotongaio, back to a narrow
curvy river with a short run up at one end but good line and distance the other end. The water was dead
calm and two quick runs were attempted, but I was disappointed with the appearance of the runs and the
run up from the short end was terrible. Just didn’t seem to have really improved much although it was
riding very smoothly without any hint of instability. So sure it wasn’t going very fast I even didn’t bother
checking the times, but shortly Craig Poppe had worked the times and to my surprise says “hey Pete I
think you just did 115”, “No can’t have” was my reply. Anyway a quick check showed I had done 115.94
on an Octura 2.5 cupped and the other run was 114, how deceptive the speed appeared. To make sure I
tried another run to confirm, no doubt, the rigger was very sweet with the main noise being the water on
the sponsons and the propeller making a noise like a turbine above the motor noise, the cupped prop had
also reduced the rooster tail height.
To sum up that day was the most amazing in my boating life, the hard work delivering such a perfect
result and with such ease. The speed was about 72 mph (and on straight oil/methanol), it was at that
moment I felt I had arrived on the speed scene.
It was at this same time in 1981 that Nigel Wong and I were preparing for the World Endurance Champs
and IMPBA Internats in Indianapolis and chasing records was put on hold for the time being. The USA trip
was another learning experience and in this context the straight-away runs were on the programme albeit
with essentially racing craft but we still hoped to see some 80+ mph runs and were not disappointed
especially with the twin hydros. One standout boat was Ed Bakers 7.5 K&B rigger which was the first
speed stick I was to see, built for speed runs only, long narrow with no rear sponsons and no starting belt
he used a rope to save weight. Acceleration was phenomenal and it was reputed that 90 mph had been
achieved, but on the day conditions weren’t ideal and with an ultra short run up and it was timed at 75
mph but the potential was clearly evident and a pointer to the future was seen that day. Another good
thing to come out of the trip was the Dial-a-prop kit that our host Dee Hughey gave to me. This prop
making kit was to figure prominently in my future record breaking.
Peter Collier 1/8/1982 118.32 kph to 125 kph
In 1982 we were ready to embark on more record attempts. The 2.5 prop was replaced with the first of
the F60 dial-a-props (DAP) with 6 inches of pitch and a the record was raised to 118.32 kph on Bruce
Watt’s home water in Oamaru.
This must have inspired Bruce as he snatched the record with 120.6 kph in early 1983. Then along came
Barry Jessop with a B hydro powered by a OS40VRM and his own home made prop with 122.86 on
15/05/1983 a record for B hydro that still stands today.
Peter Collier being keen to regain the record speed across Lake Hakanoa in Huntly at 125.0 kph on
23/07/1983. This record was to stand for a period of over 17 years, although Grahame Haines made
several attempts around 1991 on the Wairau Diversion and although speeds around 131 kph were
recorded the noise limit was exceeded and no record could be claimed. It was apparent that the noise
generated by the propeller smacking the water was a source of noise that could not be quietened and
was tipping the noise over the limit even when motor noise was virtually naudible. This noise restriction
does not apply to the International records we now accept.
Tony Rutledge 2001 125.4 kph. - the beginning of the Kiwi 3 era
KIWI 3 - This outrigger hydro was designed and built in 1999 and was originally intended to be a coursing
hydro for an OS65VRM in C hydro. It was also to be run with an OS46VRM for B Hydro.
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The centre section was of similar profile to my Lady-Bug scale hydro and had aerodynamic sponsons
joined to the centre section with carbon fibre tubes. The construction of the centre section was a
foam/fibre-glass sandwich giving a strong, light hull with built in flotation and good sound absorption
properties.
In mid 2000 I fitted an OS81VRM which dropped straight in with no modifications needed. Initially the 81
was run with the existing 65 Prather pipe and a cut down Octura 1667 prop (41/2” pitch). I was pleasantly
surprised at the speed of 117kph obtained with a coursing turn fin on the Wairau Diversion in 2000.
The next year I returned with an 81 Mac pipe fitted and a cut down Octura 1967 (5” pitch). It only took one
run of 125.4 kph to break the old mark of 125 kph set by Peter Collier in the 1980’s. The boat was right on
the noise limit (81 dB @20 m).
There was a lot more left in this hydro and in 2002 the record was pushed up to 133.5 kph using a cut
down 2260 Octura (51/2” pitch). The 2260 prop produced a lot of propwalk while accelerating and required
a bit of left correction in the wind up which was released as the boat gathered speed.
Later a Peter Collier home made prop with 6” pitch was tried and although slightly slower at 131 kph the
boat was much easier to get on pipe and drive in a straight line. On one occasion the boat did four
consecutive runs on the Wairau Diversion all at around 131kph.
The boat survived a 30 m long cartwheel on a run too fat for the conditions. On this occasion the rear
boom partly cracked and one blade of the 2260 was bent.
Apart from fitting a small turn fin and making minor adjustments to the strut depth to get the hydro running
as light as possible without blowing over no other modifications were done for speed runs. The
OS81VRM was stock standard (exhaust timing 171o and transfer 130o) and the fuel was 4:1
methanol/castor oil. The MAC pipe measures 15.75” from the exhaust port to the end of the rear cone (or
270 mm from the plug to the maximum diameter, which is easier to measure). The glow plug was a
McCoy #9.
Which brings us to Ant’s latest record at the beginning of this article.

THE FUTURE - Well Ant has already signalled his intentions.
POSTSCRIPT
Ant Schroder has already started making good on his prediction with a speed of 149.068 kph as reported
elsewhere in this edition of Propshaft.

Records Continue to Tumble at the Wairau Diversion
By NITRO NED
Following on from a very successful Queens Birthday Weekend Regatta the Marlborough Model Power
Boat Club hosted another weekend of speed at the diversion on the weekend of the 9th and 10th of
August.
Local boaters Ant Schroder and Matt Gay carried on from where they left off at Queens Birthday and
continued to make in roads into territory where no other model boater in this country has gone before.
With weather and water conditions less than ideal on Saturday Ant was the only one to complete some
timed runs and in doing so increased his all comers’ record of 138.328 kmh to a new mark of
145.161kmh. This is quite significant as it exactly equals 90.000mph for us older generation who can still
relate to the old imperial speeds. Quite a mile stone. Matt was trying out a new Seaducer hull with less
than desirable results till the water got quite rough but a controlled run was not going to be easy so
elected not to try!
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With weather and water predictions being more favourable for Sunday we went home early and Ant was
overheard to say he needed to do some more demon tweaks to his engine!
Sunday dawned with a -3 degrees frost and a cool breeze down the river.
Cold air is good for making horse power with our little engines and a fine cloudless morning meant flat
water would eventually arrive later on.
Runs got under way around 10ish with a ripple on the water and a lightening breeze down the river.
Cameron Holdoway broke the ice with his C1 deep vee but fell 6kmh short of that class record.
Matt Gay having swapped all his running gear back into his AC magnum out of the Seaducer had an
immediate result by increasing his B deep vee record up to 97.495 kmh from 92.092 kmh. Even more
extraordinary was his back-up run was exactly equal to his record as well, to the 3 decimal places!

The water went glassy smooth around 11.00am so it was the hydros turn to turn some numbers. Ex local
Tony Rutledge ran a 1/8 scale model of his uncle Harry’s famous Tru~Jen hydroplane that was based
here in Blenheim in the 1950’s and 1960’s.
Harry Rutledge and Bill Ruffell set a new NZ Powerboat Association water speed record of 126.7 MPH
on the Picton Harbour in 1967. Not to be out done the model is living up to its full sized counterpart’s
achievements by now holding the Scale Hydroplane record at 126.984 KMH. This equates to 78.857MPH
for a comparison. More significant is that Tony is now 1MPH faster than the USA NAMBA record but
needs another 6MPH to catch the USA’s IMPBA record.
This inspired Ant to have a run and the demon tweaks were obvious because he added 2kmh to his run
from Saturday to a new mark of 147.239 kmh. His passing comment was there is a little more left yet!
Duncan Atkinson of Nelson was Keen to try and increase the P2 petrol Hydro record but struggled to
keep the boat on the water at 84kmh as it was running very light. He hid away to try and figure out why it
was behaving the way it was.
Ant was keen to go again and popped up with a top run of 149.068 kmh and a back-up of 147.8 kmh. A
full 11kmh increase on his Queens Birthday record. He has confirmed 100mph is his next goal!
By now Matt is ready to have a crack at the B mono record whilst the water is smooth. The first run was at
an angle through the traps and read 97.495kmh. His second and third runs were dead straight so the
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numbers were crunched and Woo Hoo 100.840 kmh and 100.629kmh. Another milestone. The first mono
in New Zealand to crack 100kmh and a B class boat as well. A top achievement.
By now Duncan reckoned he had found his problem and with the sea breeze showing signs of pushing up
the river he was keen to get a couple of runs as his boat does not like wind! His problem solving worked
as he also increased his own record by 3 kmh to a new mark of 93.811kmh.
Some of our other boaters did some runs to gauge where they are with their respective boats and all
agreed it was a very significant weekend achievement for our club.

THE RECORD BREAKERS

L to R Duncan Atkinson, P2 Hydro record, Matt Gay, B Deep Vee & B Mono records, Ant Schroder, open
Hydro Record and Tony Rutledge, C Scale Hydro Record.

Regatta Report- The Taupo 100 Offshore, Round 2 September
27th
Reported by Bob Gutsell
17 Competitors from Napier, Taupo, Tauranga, Auckland and, of course Hamilton, turned up to compete
in the second round of the Hamilton Model Power Boat Club Offshore series.
As with the Hamilton event, the day dawned overcast, cool and threatening with showers, and somewhat
breezy from the west. Unlike the Hamilton event, the weather stayed the same pretty much the same
throughout the day.
The course was very similar to the “m” shaped endurance course except run in a clockwise direction. The
format of the racing was advertised 2 X 20 minute heats followed by a 60 minute final heat for each boat.
The draw was relatively straight forward, as luck would have it, almost half the entries were nitro powered
and the remainder were petrol powered. The field was subsequently evenly split into two groups
containing largely nitro and petrol bats separately. Each of the two groups ran their 2 X 20 minute heats
separately, and then the final race was run with the remainder of both groups together. The format
seemed to work very well.
The first heat was Group one, mainly nitros. This heat was won by one of the stars of the Day Leon
Jacobs. He did an awesome job of driving to the conditions and finding a speed that worked and get
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running up laps. This was obviously a successful formula as second place getter Andrew Meek used it
equally well to rack up some decent laps.
The first heat of the big boys with the big Petrol cats and monos made the nitros look like an attractive
proposition. The extra speed of the petrol boats certainly seemed like a disadvantage for those not
prepared to drive to the conditions (namely yours truly), the race was highlighted by several spectacular,
spins “submarines”, aerial flips, end-overs and general carnage (again mostly by yours truly with a
supporting cast). The race was ultimately won by Graeme De Pina with 32 laps, with Leon’s Dad Ian
following through in second with 20 laps and Phil Walmsley with 13 laps.
The second heat for group 1 was pretty much a repeat of the first heat. Won once again by “Mr
Consistant” Leon Jacobs with 29 laps, followed by “Father Ted” Neil Plumpton with 20 Laps and followed
up by Kerry O’Reilly He (needs a name) in 3rd place.
The second heat for Group 2 was a radical change from the first. Everybody had settled down and
reminded themselves of the old adage, that “to finish first, first you have to finish”. With that firmly on the
forefront of everybody’s minds, yours truly won with 28 laps and was followed by Phil Walmsley with 22
laps and Ian Jacobs and Graeme De Pina both on 20 laps.
Lunch was then held and took the form of the traditional Barbecue and Steak sammies, kindly organised
by Taupo’s, and Kerry & Tania’s Grand Central Fry.
Following lunch the remaining boats from both groups were combined into one and the final 60 minute
heat was commenced. This was won by Phil Walmsley who loaded up the Apache with an intriguing
double gas bag arrangement and as much lead as he could get his hands on and drove a steady pace to
complete a whopping 96 laps, followed by Andrew Meek with 68 laps and once again “Mr Consistent” with
63 laps.
Following the completion of the 60 minute race, laps were tallied up and the winners announced.
Third place went to Andrew Meek with 98 Laps. Mr Consistent cruised home with 119 laps and Phil
Walmsley won the round with a decent 131 Laps.
So After the second round of the series the standings, we have Andrew Meek leading the field with 192
points followed by Neil Plumpton with 149 points and Phil Walmsley taking out third place after competing
only one round!
The scene is set for some tough racing and it looks likely that whoever wins at Tauranga on November
23rd could well win the series.
Hamilton Taupo
Total
Andrew Meek
94
98
192
Neil Plumpton
102
47
149
Phil Walmsley
0
131
131
Tony Christiansen
105
21
126
Leon Jacobs
0
119
119
Damien Baker
88
1
89
Bob Gutsell
0
85
85
Graeme DePina
0
83
83
Kerry O'Reilly
0
82
82
Steve Trott
54
28
82
Stan Shrimpton
66
0
66
Ian Jacobs
0
41
41
Kahn Johnson
0
6
6
Gordon White
0
5
5
Damien Van Heusen
0
4
4
Dean Harris
0
2
2
Rex Anderson
0
1
1
Overall it was anther fun and exciting day of racing. Thanks and full credit must go to Kerry O’Reilly for all
the work done for organising the site and liasing with the local authorities and media for publicity etc. The
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second Honourable mention goes to Gordon White for the flash new buoys and getting the rescue craft
and motors into working order.

Club News
Wellington - Reported by Peter Collier
The annual end of year BBQ was preceded by a club day on the Hutt River course. Two new boats had
their first trials Peter Collier’s new own design C Tunnel with ASP91 power hit the water showing
considerable promise with a near perfect performance and handling, the only problem was a tendency to
blow over heading into the wind, something that will be easily fixed with RC trim tabs. Tony Rutledge ran
his new OD purpose built speed stick hydro with OS81VRM power, conditions weren’t flat enough for
speeds over about 120 kph but it is obvious the potential is there to increase his C hydro record and
maybe a tilt at Ant Schroder’s outright record. Other members ran a variety of offshore craft and some
impromptu racing that just materialised was better than if we had tried to organise it.

Rough and tumble at Wellington Club day. Peter Collier’s new tunnel takes a bit too much air chasing
Pieter Lokum’s DV.

Bright Ideas –
Your ideas here? Tell us about them
Or maybe try this………… http://www.jetcatusa.com/index.html

Radio Gear Woes
by Andrew Meek
Recently I have been to regatta’s where members have had radio boxes fill up with water, heard
complaints that ‘Fail safes’ are more hassle than they are worth, and even seen the aftermath of radio
box catch on fire. As a job I design electronic equipment for industrial automation, over the years myself
and my work colleagues have learnt a lot of what not to do’s with industrial electronic design. Our model
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boats are one of the worst industrial/non-industrial environments I have come across. Here I am sharing
some of my experience from work to how it applies to our hobby.

Radio Box - Keep it Dry
At work the biggest bug bear is water, it is the number one reason we have product failures and unhappy
customers. Water not only does not make radio gear not work, but if circuit boards are damp, mixed with
a little electricity, electrolysis starts ie high speed corrosion and degradation of your set, in the mean time
your radio gear may be performing perfectly. Unfortunately with the nature of the type of circuit design
that used for radio gear, it not very tolerant of water. Those electrical boxes you buy from the electrical
wholesaler, look smart quick and neat. No mater what ratings on them they ARE NOT WATER PROOF,
at work we use them all the time and they cause nightmares, no matter how much Silicon and other gue
we use they leak. The problem is when water gets on them, it cools the air down inside them, creates a
vacuum, any water around the seals get sucked in. In a model boat, most of us have an exhaust close to
the radio box, a boat with an internal temperature higher than we like, then we drench with water, and
suddenly our radio box has water in it. Unfortunately the old timber box with Perspex lid and lots of
screws holding it down (which I hate from maintance point of view and looks ugly)seems to work the best.

Internal Wiring
Connections between equipment is another form of reliability, and again they hate water. Keep wiring
tidy, use heat shrink over connections (avoid insulation tape). If the connection might come apart it will.
Use a complete battery pack, not lose batteries in a battery holder. All connector need to be kept clean,
water and oil makes them dirty.

Aerials
The length of your aerials, is critical. To radios an aerial is like a tuned pipe, a good one makes you
engine sing, a bad one is a disaster. Change the length of your aerial it will do exactly the same thing as
changing the length of your tuned pipe. The manufacturer as chosen the length of the aerial. If you add
a piece of piano wire as an aerial you need to shorten by the same length. It is not the surface area of an
aerial that picks up RF it is the tuned length. This is why 2.4Ghz equipment has small aerials. If your
aerial wire is too long, don’t cut it, don’t coil it, if in doubt screw it up and stuff it in your radio box.

Fail-Safes
Use a fail-safe, if your fail-safe causes more hassle than it is worth, that means there is something wrong
with your radio gear or installation. I at the moment am dealing with a boat with a good range check, start
the engine I can’t even get 5 meters. Metal to metal contact should be avoided, your ignition system
could have problems, maybe parts such as the coil or electronic ignition module needs shielding, this
was the case with my boat. I have heard of drive shafts causing problems. Is your gear subject to a lot of
vibrations, for some reason electronic signals can be susceptible to vibration. Have you changed the
length of your aerial? Have you dirty connections on your radio gear. With a fail-safe most of them rely
on an electrical connection to shut the engine down, it is therefore imperative all your wiring is clean and
tidy.

AM verses FM, PCM and other Computer Sets
All radio sets are susceptible to interference; reduce it as much as you can. AM by design is the least
tolerant of interference and the corrupted signals will be decoded by your receiver and sent to your
servo’s. Remember the days of AM radio stations and listening to your engine and windscreen wipers
over the car radio. FM and other technologies by design can detect interference and ignore or simply
reject the signal. However I do believe that any boat be clean from interference and in condition that an
AM set should be ok. However spending the extra money on some other technologies is wise. I do
recommend running other sets if you are running Quick Draws and P3’s and a fail-safe is a must.

Spectrum 2.4Ghz sets
This technology has been long waited for, unfortunately I have heard it doesn’t work with boats,
something to do with reflection over water. I have played with some fancy 2.4 Ghz gear at work, it is
direct line of sight, and unfortunately water does absorb high frequencies. I do not see this issue being
resolved in the near future, (Laws of science and NZ RF law limiting the power output of transmitters).
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Summary
• Keep it dry
• Don’t fiddle with your aerial
• Have a tidy installation with nice wiring looms
• Use a fail-safe, if it is more hassle than it is worth, there is something wrong with your radio gear.

Advertising

Hobby deals from Hobby Smart, ph/fax: 03 5702221 email:
hobbysmart@xtra.co.nz or cruise the web: www.hobbysmart.co.nz
PIP A45 FSR
Engine & Gearbox

Speedmaster
Hardware

2.4GHz
Fasst

Prop shop
props start

$584.00

$30.00

PRATHER, OCTURA, MARINE SPECIALITIES, P.I.P. FUTABA, DUBRO, OS,
FEMA, KLOTZ, SULIVAN, MAC TUNED PIPES, AEROTREND, HITEC, SAB, BOLLY,
ZOOM, CMB, K&B, SPEEDMASTER, B.H.HANSON(ZENOAH), MING YANG, HOBBY
STUFF, ROSSI, GWS, PROP SHOP.
As some of you are aware, Hobby Smart has a new address!
As of today (20/08/2008) the new shop is at Tuamarina, which is between Blenheim and Picton. We are
busy at the moment landscaping near the pond site, which will be great to tune up all those boats in.
Also just up the road from the shop is the model plane aircraft strip.
Hobby Smart’s Shop new contact details are:
Address: 23 Parkes Road, Tuamarina, RD3, Blenheim.
New phone number: 03 5702221
Fax: 03 570221
Email address and web page the same.
Glen’s cell: 02102782682
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FOR SALE
90 Outrigger Complete except motor and Transmitter
Good condition
Offers considered
Contact Grant Binns
Email binns@blackley.co.nz
Phone (06) 3551 625

Wanted to Buy.
Petrol Hydro.
Prefer complete and running.
Prefer Picklefork Sport Hydro or consider Thunderboat or Semi Scale type boat also.
Please contact:
Tony Christiansen
Tauranga
P 07 5441018
M 0212791303
Email: info@tonychristiansen.com

Calendar 2009
Date
January 17 and 18
February 6,7 and 8
February 7
February 7 and 8
February 15
February 21 and 22
March 8
March 29
April 10 to13
May 23 and 24
May 3
May 30 and 31
June 20
August 2
August 29
October 11
November 21
December 13

Event
UIM GP World Champs Round 1 and
NZMPBA Display
UIM GP World Champs Round 2 and
NZMPBA Display
NZMPBA AGM 4pm in Rowing Pavillion
SUHA Speed Runs
Wellington Offshore 1
SUHA Scale Hydro Round 3
Open Oval Regatta
NZMPBA Comm Meeting
NZMPBA Nationals
SUHA Scale Hydro Regatta Round 4 +
MMPBC Club Champs
Wellington Club Day Offshore
Queens Birthday Regatta
Hamilton Offshore
Wellington Club Day Offshore
Taupo Offshore
Marathon Race
Tauranga Offshore
Comm meeting

Venue
Tauranga
Karapiro
Karapiro
Huntly
Wellington, Seaview
Huntly
Huntly
TBC
Christchurch
Auckland
Wellington, Hutt River
Blenheim
Hamilton Lake
Wellington, Hutt River
Taupo
Huntly
Tauranga
TBC

Club days 1st Sunday of Month, except September 20th to avoid father’s day
Club secretaries – please advise events for inclusion in calendar to to NZMPBA
Secretary/editor/webmaster.
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Application for New and Continuing Membership
NZMPBA #
Name:
Address:
Phone numbers
Home:
Work:
Mobile:
E-mail:
DOB:
Occupation:
Signed………………………………………..Date:………………………………….
Subscriptions:
$35.00 adult or
$17.50 junior under 20yrs or
$17.50 full time student (adult and youth) and
$17.50 for each additional family member (include names of additional members above).
Amount enclosed $

(cheque, cash, direct credit) delete as required

Return form and subs to:
NZMPBA Treasurer:
Tony Kockott
63 Kensington Terrace
Gulf Harbour
Auckland.
Email tony.kockott@xtra.co.nz.
Payment may be made by direct credit to BNZ 02 0600 0007986 00 instead of including
with posted form or emailed form. Be sure to include your name and note you are a new
member (assuming you do not have an NZMPBA# otherwise include that) to identify
payee.
Please note it is IMPORTANT to include your details when direct crediting as some subs are being
received without any reference to who they are from. If this is you then there may be considerable delay
in processing your membership. If you suspect you may have done this please contact Tony and explain,
with some proof that you sent your $.
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